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一、中文摘要
















   Vortex shedding is one of the prominent 
aerodynamic phenomena of long-span 
bridges. It is mainly affected by the geometry 
of bridge deck section. In this project, wind 
tunnel tests and numerical analyses were 
conducted to study the effects of different 
width-depth ratios on vortex shedding of 
bridges. A nonlinear vortex shedding model 
is adopted in this study. Through the tests, 
the parameters in this model can be obtained, 
and then were used in the numerical analysis 
to calculate the lock-in response of bridges.
The results indicate that effects of different 
width-depth ratios on vortex shedding are
significant.
Keyword: long-span bridges, vortex 
shedding, section model, width-depth ratio, 
lock-in
二、緣由與目的



































































度； UDK w= 為渦流顫動之無因次化頻
率；w是滿足Strouhal關係之渦流顫動頻





































K n ; 0A 為起始振
幅； nn AAR /0= ； nA 為 Kns p2= 時之正
規化振幅；b為穩態振幅; rm 是質量比
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Model_4f ( B/D = 6 )
圖9  流線箱型斷面扭轉向數值計算之最
大位移反應圖
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(b) Model_1f-4f
